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Harmony, from both inside and outside, is what makes a Gerber humidor something special.
We connect with the cigar smoke not only for the enjoyment, but also, to some extent, because
it ties us to a sense of beauty. For Aficionados worldwide is an original Gerber humidor the
perfect complement to a precious cigar treasure. One of our humidors crowns the pleasure by
the perfect union between optimum cigar storage, luxurious optics and very modern equipment:
From a desktop humidor up to a complete Cigar lounge – you receive unique humidors in the
most different dimensions and equipment variations with us. As a family tradition, all Gerber
humidors are handcrafted with the “Made in Germany” stamp. We found the best way for our
products to connect tradition and modernity. The humidors are handmade in a traditional way,
equipped with the state-of-the-art technology and instrumentation.
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About our humidors

Our models: No.1, Ascension, CigarArt, Monolith & Cube
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SPANISH CEDAR
From time immemorial, the wood of Spanish
Cedar (Cedrela odorata) has been used to
make humidors. It‘s also called the original
humidor wood. The aromatic essence of
Spanish cedar is very close to that of tobacco.
There is no wood, which would be considered
more appropriate to store cigars in.
The inside cabinet and the equipment, like the
cigarboards, drawers and serviceboards are
made of Spanish cedar wood.

HIGH-TECH
For each humidor a suitable electronic humidification system is supplied, which is adjusted
to its size. The corresponding cigar boards
are designed such that the cigars, even if the
humidor is full, are continuously exposed to a
constant level of relative humidity. In addition,
a dehumidification can be installed, also a filter
system, PLC and an different colored rear wall
lighting. Whether you open your humidor frequently or you leave it closed for long periods
of time: The combination of massive Spanish
cedar and the electronic features provide the
best possible conditions for a constant relative
humidity at all levels. We would be happy to
assist you in choosing a humidor that fits your
needs and your smoking habits best.
UNIQUE DETAILS
Every GERBER Humidor is one of a kind. Our
cigar cupboards are just as unique and special
as our customers are. As a highlight, personal
details such as specially designed keys made
from luxury materials like moondsilver and
the luxury wood that we have used for the
humidor are possible. Individual engravings
are one feature to personalize our humidors.
We have the possibility to grave detailed coats
of armes, logos and graphics.

MATERIALS
For every humidor manufactured in our
factory, the customer can choose the decor
and the equipment itself. Our versatile collection of materials includes a wide range
of precious woods. Among the things that
these fine woods are known for are: a beautiful and expressive color, striking color contrasts, amazing veins, and other unique embossing effects, especially when compared
to “normal” appearing wood. The native or
exotic woods can be customized to match the
furniture in your apartment or provide a nice
contrast. Moreover, we work with valuable
metals, e.g. Gold leaf applied by hand, but
also other modern materials, such as Corian,
Parapan and Carbon. We try to fulfill the individual wishes of our customers at any time.
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Flagship Number One

H u m i d o r N o . 1 S a t i n Wa l n u t w i t h s t e e l e
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OUR FLAGSHIP
The Number One, like all Gerber humidors, is
a traditional piece craftsmanship, handcrafted with the “Made in Germany” stamp. The
state-of-the-art technology and instrumentation, such as a PLC, web-accessibility and data
retrieval through a smartphone app make this
an internationally unmistakable and unique
specimen.

DRAWERS
For the serious collector, the Cedrela lined
drawers that can be integrated into the
humidor represent the best way to sort your
valuable cigars by brand and by flavor. The
drawers complement the open cigarboard,
which serve the visible presentation of the
cigars.

CIGARBOARDS
The removable cigarboards are completely adjustable according to demand in position and
height and they can be tilted. Freely adjus¬table beams allows individual gaps between the
boards. The concealed LED light will move
along with the cigarboards and puts your
cigars any time perfectly in scene.

HUMIDOR APP
The Gerber humidor App is available for
current Smartphones like the iPhone and
Android mobile phones. You can check and
control the humidor. As an example the differently colored light and the invisible lighting of
the cigarboards. The Innovation of the mobile
date App makes the system worldwide unique
and unmistakable and sets new standards in
the equipment of a humidor. Every Gerber
humidor is a highly sophisticated piece of furniture with a great technical performance.

SERVICEBOARD
Passion in itself is something that one must
always wish to share with others and which
also ought to be shared. Therefore, it behaves
also with the enjoyment of a classy cigar. A
cigar will like to be felt and smelled, shared
and discusses with a good friend. With the
removable serviceboard you have the perfect
item to display your select cigars. A warm and
stylish atmosphere increases the pleasure
each fine cigar. Present them on genuine
Spanish cedar wood to your customers or
friends. In a relaxed environment, in the Cigar-Lounge, or sitting by a fireside at home.
Our serviceboard from Cedrela offers a fitted
recess for sticks of Cedrela. The razor-sharp
cigar scissors with guillotine grinding is
provided if requested. The serviceboard is a
must-have for every passionate aficionado.
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Ascension

Humidor Ascension in medium and large
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HUMIDOR WITH THE “WOW-EFFECT“
When it comes to the stylish presentation of
a precious collection, the humidor Ascension
is a superlative. The sight of the finest cigars
showcased underneath a hydraulic glass enclosure is the ultimate level in extravagance
and appeal. With a touch of the remote, the
glass case rises, revealing the cigars perfectly
displayed and illuminated like a well-guarded
treasure. The removable cigarboard serves at
the same time as a service tray, so that friends
and guests can be individually served and
share in the pleasure of the cigars.

garboards the cabinet is visually separated,
but the humidified air can circulate freely. The
second function of the removable serviceboard is to hand cigars to cigar-loving guests.
The serviceboard is equipped with a stainless
steel scissors with guillotine cut and sticks of
Spanish cedar. With the flexible pins, the loose
cigars can be divided and secured on request.
The serviceboard is a must have for every
passionate lover.

CIGARBOARDS
The removable cigarboards are completely adjustable according to demand in position and
height and they can be tilted. Freely adjustable
brackets allows individual spaces between the
boards. The concealed LED light moves along
with the cigarboards and sets your cigars any
time perfectly in scene.

LIGHTING
To design and install a beautiful lighting is a
very important issue for us. We are following
the tradition of luxury furniture manufacturing. A piece of furniture should please the
eye and enhance the environment. Classical
timeless design, high-quality materials and
indirect light are essential components.

GLASS DOME
The puristic looking glass perfections the
timeless design of the humidor. The interaction of art and handcraft is showing in the
extraordinary design and production of the
glass dome. The edges of the glass panes are
mitred.
With a touch of the remote, the hydraulically
powered glass case rises, revealing the cigars,
perfectly displayed and illuminated.

SERVICEBOARD
The serviceboard in the humidor Ascension
fulfills two tasks. In the first function, it forms a
shapely separation between the interior of the
lower body and the glass dome. The humidor
is humidified by a powerful electronic humidifier as a unit. Thanks to the permeable ci-
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CigarArt

Humidor CigarArt with individual frame
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discusses with a good friend. With the removable serviceboard you have the perfect
item to display your select cigars. A warm and
stylish atmosphere increases the pleasure of
each fine cigar. Present them to your customers or friends in a relaxed environment, in
the Cigar-Lounge, or by a fireplace at home on
genuine Spanish Ceder.
Our serviceboard from Cedrela offers a fitted
recess for Fidibusse from Cedrela for the
perfect smoke. The razor-sharp cigar scissors
with guillotine grinding is provided if requested. The serviceboard is a must-have for every
passionate aficionado.

WITH AN ARTFUL DESIGNED DOOR
The CigarArt is an adaptable piece of art, well
prepared for the storage of cigars. Your real
treasures are visible for you and your guests in
a unique manner. A very special feature: The
doorframe of the humidor can be designed in
various versions, whereby the piece of furniture will evolve into an individual and essential accessory. From minimal beauty to pure
opulence – everything is possible.

ARTLINE
Based to our Artline, our new model can be
formed in cooperation with different artists.
For it, the outside cover can be sent to an
artist who can improve the surface of the
humidor. By the different creation possibilities of the door and the matching frame, the
humidor CigarArt is incomparably changeable.
Modern and straight-line in combination with
a high-end mineral material harmonized perfectly with the work of contemporary artist or
with graffiti-artists. A work-of-art makes your
personal humidor to an unmistakable furniture item.

CIGARBOARDS
The perforated shelfs enables the air circulation inside the humidor. The space to the
back wall, additional ventilation space at the
front wall and the ventilation holes encourage the ideal climate on every level. The shelfs
are height-adjustable and tiltable. The shelfs
are equipped with a special gadget: even if
you change the position of the shelf boards,
the light wanders with the board. Always your
cigars will be perfectly illuminated.
SERVICEBOARD
Passion in itself is something that one wants
always wish to share with others and which
also ought to be shared. So it behaves also
with the enjoyment of a classy cigar. A cigar
will like to be felt and smelled, shared and
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Monolith

Humidor Monolith
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BEAUTIFUL, NOBLE AND UNPRETENTIOUS
The Monolith owes its name to its large
stature and to the craftsmanship that highlights its monolithic character, including the
flush-mounted front door and the recessed
glass lid. Like massive stones from an ancient
age, our Monolith humidor is conceived as a
solid, freestanding piece of furniture. With the
veneer from the noblest trees, the humidor
makes a bold statement in your home, and its
simple geometric shapes shine with tranquility
and grandeur.

cision electronic humidifier. They maintenance requirements are very low and the system
is field-tested and very durable.

VARIETY OF FEATURES
The humidor Monolith is provided with two
storage areas for cigars. At first the upper chest
with the elegant lid. The cover plate closes
the humidor airtight with his own weight and
with a fine closing system. Through the flush
glass passes the indirect light. It lends a comfortable atmosphere and makes the colors of
the precious wood and the promising cigars
glow. The lower part of the humidor is hidden
beyond a double construction door. In front
the flush assembly door designed in a luxury
wood. Behind it, the door made of Spanish
cedar for the right cigar aroma. The space is
well suited for cigar boxes and loose cigars.

CIGARBOARD OR SERVICEBOARD
Under the glass lid you will find a detachable
cigar shelf - our Gerber cigarbord. After the
remove of the first shelf, you can get to the
shelf beneath. You can take the cigarboard
with the loose cigars to your seat or you can
offering your beloved cigars to another aficionado. To make the service and the presentation perfect we are now able to extend the
cigarboard to a fully equipped serviceboard.
Then you also have a sharp cigar scissor and
cedrela spills for the slow and perfect light up
of your cigar. The slot for the scissor is exact
milled for the shape of the extraordinary sharp
grinding cigar scissor.

OPTIMAL CONDITIONS FOR THE PERFECT ENJOYMENT
With our integrated electronic humidification and with our dehumidification system on
request, your cigars can be optimally protected in the Monolith. The relative humidity is
measured by sensitive sensors and both too
high and too low values can be compensated.
The Gerber humidor Monolith uses a high-pre-
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Cube & Base

Humidor Cube with Base
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cated we recommend a Base made from clear
glass in combination to a white Cube. The large
selection of materials offers a great variety of
combinations. The decor of the base can pick
up the precious wood veneer of the humidor
and both pieces of furniture look uniform. It is
also possible to choose a base with a strikingly
different appearance: perhaps a matte finish
or a colorfully lacquered Cube humidor sitting
atop a base of an elegant metal.

TREASURE CHEST FOR YOUR CIGARS
The Cube is a classic desktop humidor. Portable
and equipped with a humidifier with an independent electricity source. Not as large as the
other models but full exiting features. Beneath
the lid the Cube offers two removable cigar
shelfs for loose cigars and additional space for
cigar boxes. The electronic humidifier controls
the relative humidity after your wishes reliable and safely. The design of the humidor
is linear and puristic like the namesake cube.
Perfectly for luxury veneers from rare woods
which should be brought to the fore.
LID WITH FLUSH GLASS
The lid of the Cube is aesthetic, beautiful and
functional. Due to the two-shell construction
system, the hinged lid is particularly stable
and uses its own weight to seal the humidor
airtight. If requested the lid can be additionally equipped with a flush-mounted glass. The
flush-mounted glass picks up the design of the
straight lines and smooth surfaces of the Cube
and perfects the presentation of your cigar
collection. With one gaze, you can look at your
favorites and the joyful anticipation can rise.

MINI CUBE
Our smallest humidor model is now available
in two sizes - father and son. For the first time
our table humidor Cube has been produced in
a smaller version. Its practical size of 41 x 25
x 20.5 centimeters (b x d x h) makes it to the
ideal companion. For small spaces and rooms,
for the usage in an airplane or for the ultimate
favorites. The accommodation possibilities
and applications are versatile.

CUBE & BASE
The desktop humidor Cube can be extended
with a suitable Base. Primarily the Base transforms the wearable humidor in a freestanding
solution. Convenient for the central presentation in a valued room. When both items can be
produced together, we can decorate it with a
continuous veneer pattern. As least as beautiful is the contrast between a cube of wood and
a colored base for example in black or white.
For customers who like it modern and sophisti-
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Custom-made designs

Humidors hand-crafted
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Depending on the size of the installation
solution, different possibilities to meet your
particular needs are offered. For example, a
large humidor can be equipped with integrated drawers, which is the best way for collectors to sort their valuable cigars by brand and
by flavor. The dimensions of the drawers can
be easily selected and adjusted to accommodate the variety of cigars and their location
in the humidor. Each humidor is made in our
own manufactory.

CUSTOM-MADE HUMIDORS
The possibilities of putting together custom
made humidors from scratch are endless.
In a creativ process we can design your own
humidor together. We can work with your
drawings, sketched, material samples or only
with your ideas. A humidor, in its individuality,
is a very personal piece of furniture. Size and
shape can be adapted to existing inventory or
produce with the same material. We will be
happy to advise you.
The humidification system will adjusted to the
size of the humidor. Thereby your cigars can
be optimally stored over a long period of time.
The interior of the humidor can be individually
equipped. With our arrangement system, the
interior can be optimally tailored. Your cigars
can be sorted and stored by brand, manufacturer and flavor.

CIGAR LOUNGES
Hotels, restaurants, bars, airports & cigar
lounges – our luxurious humidors are causing
a sensation worldwide. In addition to our
unique humidors you get the complete
interior of your Cigar Lounge from us from one
source. As a traditional company for high-quality interior design and furniture construction,
we have over 135 years’ experience of manufacturing. Our experienced interior designers
work with luxurious materials, modern lines
and innovative features.
The time spent smoking a cigar is a time of
enjoyment. An individually crafted humidor, a
cleverly designed ashtray and a sip of a drink
that blends in perfectly with the flavors of
tobacco – Cigar Lounges are the perfect place
to enjoy a cigar.

BUILT-IN HUMIDORS
An individually designed Humidor installation
solution adapts to the style of your existing
furniture and space. You can add a humidor
to a bookshelf or take advantage of an unused
corner to highlight your large collection in a
stunning fashion. As the manufacturer, it is our
joy and our goal to implement our customer’s
ideas.
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Humidor manufactory

Humidors hand-crafted
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end result is that, through many time-consuming steps, a fascinating piece of furniture is
produced, created with love for the wood, a
very precious commodity, indeed.

GERBER since 1883
The history of Gerber, a family-owned
business, reach far back in the past. The
venture was established over 135 years ago.
The company’s founder, Carl Gerber, used his
status as a master carpenter, as the foundation
of the company. During the Second World War
in the course of the bombardment the joiners’
workshop burnt down in 1943 up to the foundation walls. The grandson of the enterprise
founder established the company a second
time. Even then, competence, passion, and
commitment to quality were the key factors
that were eventually passed down through
the generations and made the company what
it is today. Today, master carpenter Karl-Heinz
Gerber Sr. and Karl-Heinz Gerber Jr., MBA,
drive the business forward with new ideas and
are optimistic about the future: „We are proud
to follow in the footsteps of our fathers and
grandfathers and to be consistently successful
with new ideas.”

QUALITY
Gerber employees, with their many years‘ experience in high-quality carpentry, contribute
greatly to the humidor’s perfection. Precious
woods are coated and polished in many layers
until they are perfectly glossy or perfectly
matte and satisfy the high demands of cigar
lovers. The humidor is precisely assembled
with the most important tools of a woodworker: His hands. Only then is it possible to guarantee the high-quality standards of a Gerber
humidor.
PHILOSOPHY
Smoke rises and the scent of a fine cigar fills
the room – like a good idea. Despite several
obvious differences in personality, people like
Thomas Mann, Sigmund Freud, and Winston
Churchill all shared a common passion: each
one of them appreciated a good cigar and
celebrated the enjoyment of smoking. For
them, only the best would do. Moreover, the
best requires a lot of time, love, and care. We
develop humidors to these exacting requirements.

HAND-CRAFTED
Every piece is unique
For over 130 years, the family-owned manufactory Gerber has stood for real German craftsmanship and artisan tradition. The Gerber
humidors are manufactured and assembled
by hand in the company’s own workshop. The
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